Jesus For President Politics Ordinary
Radicals Shane Claiborne
When people should go to the book stores, search inauguration by shop, shelf by shelf, it is
essentially problematic. This is why we give the ebook compilations in this website. It will
extremely ease you to look guide Jesus For President Politics Ordinary Radicals
Shane Claiborne as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in reality want, you can discover
them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be all best place
within net connections. If you ambition to download and install the Jesus For President
Politics Ordinary Radicals Shane Claiborne, it is enormously easy then, previously currently
we extend the belong to to purchase and create bargains to download and install Jesus For
President Politics Ordinary Radicals Shane Claiborne for that reason simple!

Jesus Wants to Save Christians Rob Bell
2009-03-17 There is a church not too far
from us that recently added a $25 million
addition to their building. Our local
newspaper ran a front-page story not too
long ago about a study revealing that one in
ﬁve people in our city lives in poverty. This
is a book about those two numbers. Jesus
Wants to save Christians is a book about
faith and fear, wealth and war, poverty,
power, safety, terror, Bibles, bombs, and
homeland insecurity. It's about empty
empires and the truth that everybody's a
priest. It's about oppression, occupation,
and what happens when Christians support,
animate and participate in the very things
Jesus came to set people free from. It's
about what it means to be a part of the
church of Jesus in a world where some
people ﬂy planes into buildings while others
pick up groceries in Hummers.
The Awakening of Hope Jonathan WilsonHartgrove 2012-08-21 According to Jonathan
Wilson-Hartgrove, faithful action is always
inspired and sustained by common
convictions—the basic truths that have
sustained God’s people throughout every
generation. The Awakening of Hope represents Christian faith by beginning with
stories of faithful witness and asking, Why?
Why do Christians eat together? Why do we
jesus-for-president-politics-ordinary-radicals-shane-claiborne

fast? Why would we rather die than kill?
These are the questions that help us see
why creation and the fall, covenant and
community, ethics and evangelism matter.
This book and its accompanying DVD project
is a contemporary catechism, celebrating
lives and stories that wouldn’t make sense if
the gospel were not true. And then going
one step further, this project shares the
good news of Jesus and the way of life that
he makes possible.
The Third Reconstruction William J.
Barber (II) 2016 "In the summer of 2013,
Moral Mondays gained national attention as
tens of thousands of citizens protested the
extreme makeover of North Carolina's state
government and over a thousand people
were arrested in the largest mass civil
disobedience movement since the lunch
counter sit-ins of 1960. Every Monday for 13
weeks, Rev. Dr. William J. Barber led a
revival meeting on the state house lawn
that brought together educators and the
unemployed, civil rights and labor activists,
young and old, documented and
undocumented, gay and straight, black,
white and brown. News reporters asked
what had happened in state politics to elicit
such a spontaneous outcry. But most
coverage missed the seven years of
coalition building and organizing work that
led up to Moral Mondays and held forth a
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vision for America that would sustain the
movement far beyond a mass mobilization
in one state. A New Reconstruction is Rev.
Barber's memoir of the Forward Together
Moral Movement, which began seven years
before Moral Mondays and extends far
beyond the mass mobilizations of 2013.
Drawing on decades of experience in the
Southern freedom struggle, Rev. Barber
explains how Moral Mondays were not
simply a reaction to corporately sponsored
extremism that aims to re-make America
through state legislatures. Moral Mondays
were, instead, a tactical escalation in the
Forward Together Moral Movement to draw
attention to the anti-democratic forces bent
on serving special interests to the detriment
of the common good"-The Irresistible Revolution Shane Claiborne
2006 A founding member of The Simple
Way, a radical faith community in North
Philadelphia, describes an authentic faith
rooted in belief, action, and love, oﬀering an
invitation into the movement that begins
inside each individual and extends into a
broken world. Original. 20,000 ﬁrst printing.
$15,000 ad/promo.
Jesus for President Shane Claiborne
2019-07-30 Jesus for President is a radical
manifesto to awaken the Christian political
imagination, reminding us that our ultimate
hope lies not in partisan political options but
in Jesus and the incarnation of the peculiar
politic of the church as a people "set apart"
from this world. In what can be termed
lyrical theology, Jesus for President
poetically weaves together words and
images to sing (rather than dictate) its
message. It is a collaboration of Shane
Claiborne's writing and stories, Chris Haw's
reﬂections and research, and Chico FajardoHeﬂin's art and design. Drawing upon the
work of biblical theologians, the lessons of
church history, and the examples of
modern-day saints and ordinary radicals,
Jesus for President stirs the imagination of
what the Church could look like if it placed
its faith in Jesus instead of Caesar. A fresh
look at Christianity and empire, Jesus for
President transcends questions of "Should I
vote or not?" and "Which candidate?" by
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thinking creatively about the fundamental
issues of faith and allegiance. It's written for
those who seek to follow Jesus, rediscover
the spirit of the early church, and incarnate
the kingdom of God.
Jesus for President Shane Claiborne
2009-08-30 Jesus for President is a radical
manifesto to awaken the Christian political
imagination, reminding us that our ultimate
hope lies not in partisan political options but
in Jesus and the incarnation of the peculiar
politic of the church as a people 'set apart'
from this world. In what can be termed
lyrical theology, Jesus for President
poetically weaves together words and
images to sing (rather than dictate) its
message. It is a collaboration of Shane
Claiborne's writing and stories, Chris Haw's
reﬂections and research, and Chico FajardoHeﬂin's art and design. Drawing upon the
work of biblical theologians, the lessons of
church history, and the examples of
modern-day saints and ordinary radicals,
Jesus for President stirs the imagination of
what the Church could look like if it placed
its faith in Jesus instead of Caesar. A fresh
look at Christianity and empire, Jesus for
President transcends questions of 'Should I
vote or not?' and 'Which candidate?' by
thinking creatively about the fundamental
issues of faith and allegiance. It's written for
those who seek to follow Jesus, rediscover
the spirit of the early church, and incarnate
the kingdom of God.
Follow Me to Freedom Shane Claiborne
2010-10 Followers of Christ yearn to see the
world changed in compassionate, positive,
eﬀective ways. As prophetic voices, Shane
Claiborne and John Perkins lead the way in
this move to be the hands, feet and heart of
Jesus. One is young; the other is decades
older. One is a self - proclaimed reformed
redneck who grew up in the hills of
Tennessee and now lives in inner - city
Philadelphia; the other is an African American civil rights leader who was almost
beaten to death by police in Mississippi, and
went on to found a reconciliation movement
and counsel three American presidents.
Claiborne and Perkins draw on more than a
century of combined following and learning,
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activating and leading. Together they craft a
timely message for ordinary people willing
to take radical steps to see real change
happen. They start with Moses as a model
and proceed to re - imagine the roles of
leading and following in a world desperate
for freedom.
The Lamb's Agenda Samuel Rodriguez 2013
In The Lamb's Agenda Samuel Rodriguez
oﬀers a blueprint for Christian rejuvenation,
a prophetic call to orient our lives at the
nexus of the cross.
Where Have All the Soldiers Gone?
James J. Sheehan 2009 A critical study of the
tumultuous history of Europe during the
twentieth century analyzes how the
continent's repudiation of violence in the
wake of World War II has aﬀected the
region, led to a rejection of defense budgets
in favor of social stability and economic
growth, and caused a growing rift between
the U.S. and Europe. Reprint.
The Hole in Our Gospel Special Edition
Richard Stearns 2014-05-20 Encourages
Christians to embrace the gospel and love
their neighbors, examines the manner in
which worldwide poverty is handled and
how it must be changed, and inspires
individuals to reach out by using their time,
talent, and money.
Binding the Strong Man Myers, Ched
2019-02-20 "This is the ﬁrst commentary on
the Gospel of Mark to systematically apply a
multidisciplinary approach, called 'socioliterary method.' Myers integrates literary
criticism, socio-historical exegesis, and
political hermeneutics in his investigation of
Mark—the oldest story of Jesus—as
'manifesto of radical discipleship'." -Church, State and Public Justice P. C.
Kemeny 2009-09-20 Abortion. Physicianassisted suicide. Same-sex marriages.
Embryonic stem-cell research. Poverty.
Crime. What is a faithful Christian response?
The God of the Bible is unquestionably a
God of justice. Yet Christians have had their
diﬀerences as to how human government
and the church should bring about a just
social order. Although Christians share many
deep and signiﬁcant theological convictions,
diﬀerences that threaten to divide them
jesus-for-president-politics-ordinary-radicals-shane-claiborne

have often surrounded the matter of how
the church collectively and Christians
individually ought to engage the public
square. What is the mission of the church?
What is the purpose of human government?
How ought they to be related to each other?
How should social injustice be redressed?
The ﬁve noted contributors to this volume
answer these questions from within their
distinctive Christian theological traditions,
as well as responding to the other four
positions. Through the presentations and
ensuing dialogue we come to see more
clearly what the diﬀerences are, where their
positions overlap and why they diverge. The
contributors and the positions taken include
Clarke E. Cochran: A Catholic Perspective
Derek H. Davis: A Classical Separation
Perspective Ronald J. Sider: An Anabaptist
Perspective Corwin F. Smidt: A Principled
Pluralist Perspective J. Philip Wogaman: A
Social Justice Perspective This book will be
instructive for anyone seeking to grasp the
major Christian alternatives and desiring to
pursue a faithful corporate and individual
response to the social issues that face us.
The Intentional Christian Community
Handbook David Janzen 2012-11 This book
shares the wisdom of many communities in
many locales over the last half century.
Divine Rebels Deena Guzder 2011-05-01 In
an eﬀort to reclaim the fundamental
principles of Christianity, moving it away
from religious right-wing politics and
towards the teachings of Jesus, the
American Christian activists proﬁled in this
book agitate for a society free from racism,
patriarchy, bigotry, retribution, ecocide,
torture, poverty, and militarism. These
activists view their faith as a personal
commitment with public implications; their
world consists of people of religious faith
protecting the weak and safeguarding the
sacred. Recounting social justice activists on
the frontlines of the Christian Left since the
1950s--including Daniel Berrigan, Roy
Bourgeois, and SueZann Bosler--this book
articulates their faith-based alternative to
the mainstream conservative religious
agenda and liberal cynicism and describes a
long-standing American tradition, which
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began with the nation's earliest Quaker
abolitionists.
Red Letter Revolution Shane Claiborne
2012 Best-selling authors Shane Claiborne
and Tony Campolo talk candidly about the
life and teaching of Jesus and the wisdom he
oﬀers our fractured world. For all
theChristians facing conﬂict between Jesus'
words and their own lives; for allthe nonChristians who feel they rarely see Jesus'
commands reﬂected in the choicesof his
followers; Red LetterRevolution is a
blueprint for a new kind of Christianity, one
consciously centeredon the words of Jesus,
the Bible's "red letters." Framed as
acaptivating dialogue between Shane
Claiborne, a progressive young
evangelical,and Tony Campolo, a seasoned
pastor and professor of sociology, Red
Letter Revolution is a life-alteringmanifesto
for any Christian. It is a call to a lifestyle
that considers ﬁrstand foremost Jesus'
explicit, liberating message of sacriﬁcial
love. Shane and Tony candidlybring the
words of Jesus to bear directly on
contemporary issues of liturgy,
community,Islam, hell, homosexuality, civil
disobedience, and twenty other criticaltopics
for modern believers. The resulting
conversations reveal the strikingtruth that
Christians guided unequivocally by the
words of Jesus will frequentlyreach
conclusions utterly contrary to those of
mainstream evangelical Christianity. If the
Jesus whospeaks to you through the gospels
is at odds with the Christian culture
youknow, if you have ever wanted to stand
up and say "I love Jesus, but that's notme,"
Red Letter Revolution will provethat you are
not alone-you may have been a Red Letter
Christian all along.
Anarchy and Christianity Jacques Ellul
2011-05-18 Jacque Ellul blends politics,
theology, history, and exposition in this
analysis of the relationship between political
anarchy and biblical faith. While he clariﬁes
the views of each and how they can be
related, his aim is not to proselytize either
anarchists into Christianity or Christians into
anarchy. On the one hand, suggests Ellul,
anarchists need to understand that much of
jesus-for-president-politics-ordinary-radicals-shane-claiborne

their criticism of Christianity applies only to
the form of religion that developed, not to
biblical faith. Christians, on the other hand,
need to look at the biblical texts and not
reject anarchy as a political option, for it
seems closest to biblical thinking. After
charting the background of his own interest
in the subject, Ellul deﬁnes what he means
by anarchy: the nonviolent repudiation of
authority. He goes on to look at the Bible as
the source of anarchy (in the sense of
nondomination, not disorder), working
through Old Testament history, Jesus'
ministry, and ﬁnally the early church's view
of power as reﬂected in the New Testament
writings.
Jesus Outside the Lines Scott Sauls
2015-03-01 Whether the issue of the day on
Twitter, Facebook, or cable news is our
sexuality, political divides, or the perceived
conﬂict between faith and science, todays
media pushes each one of us into a
frustrating clash between two opposing
sides. Polarizing, us-against-them
discussions divide us and distract us from
thinking clearly and communicating lovingly
with others. Scott Sauls, like many of us, is
weary of the bickering and is seeking a way
of truth and beauty through the conﬂicts.
Jesus Outside the Lines presents Jesus as
this way. Scott shows us how the words and
actions of Jesus reveal a response that does
not perpetuate the destructive fray. Jesus
oﬀers us a way forwardaway from
harshness, caricatures, and stereotypes. In
Jesus Outside the Lines, you will experience
a fresh perspective of Jesus, who will not
(and should not) ﬁt into the sides.
The Case for Trump Victor Davis Hanson
2019-03-05 This New York Times bestselling
Trump biography from a major American
intellectual explains how a renegade
businessman became one of the most
successful -- and necessary -- presidents of
all time. In The Case for Trump, awardwinning historian and political commentator
Victor Davis Hanson explains how a
celebrity businessman with no political or
military experience triumphed over sixteen
well-qualiﬁed Republican rivals, a Democrat
with a quarter-billion-dollar war chest, and a
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hostile media and Washington
establishment to become president of the
United States -- and an extremely successful
president. Trump alone saw a political
opportunity in defending the working people
of America's interior whom the coastal elite
of both parties had come to scorn, Hanson
argues. And Trump alone had the instincts
and energy to pursue this opening to
victory, dismantle a corrupt old order, and
bring long-overdue policy changes at home
and abroad. We could not survive a series of
presidencies as volatile as Trump's. But
after decades of drift, America needs the
outsider Trump to do what normal
politicians would not and could not do.
Executing Grace Shane Claiborne
2016-06-07 In this reasoned exploration of
justice, retribution, and redemption, the
champion of the new monastic movement,
popular speaker, and author of the
bestselling The Irresistible Revolution oﬀers
a powerful and persuasive appeal for the
abolition of the death penalty. The Bible
says an eye for an eye. But is the state’s
taking of a life true—or even
practical—punishment for convicted
prisoners? In this thought-provoking work,
Shane Claiborne explores the issue of the
death penalty and the contrast between
punitive justice and restorative justice,
questioning our notions of fairness, revenge,
and absolution. Using an historical lens to
frame his argument, Claiborne draws on
testimonials and examples from Scripture to
show how the death penalty is not the ideal
of justice that many believe. Not only is a
life lost, so too, is the possibility of mercy
and grace. In Executing Grace, he reminds
us of the divine power of forgiveness, and
evokes the fundamental truth of the
Gospel—that no one, even a criminal, is
beyond redemption.
The Irresistible Revolution, Updated
and Expanded Shane Claiborne
2016-01-05 In this updated 10th
Anniversary Edition of Irresistible
Revolution, Shane Claiborne uses
unconventional examples from his own life
to stir up questions about the church and
the world, while challenging readers to truly
jesus-for-president-politics-ordinary-radicals-shane-claiborne

live out their Christian faith. With new
material throughout the book and a full new
chapter, Shane brings readers up to date on
the "revolution"--adding new stories, sharing
what his community looks like now, and
bringing fresh inspiration to live out this
message in practical ways. In Irresistible
Revolution, Shane Claiborne describes an
authentic faith rooted in belief, action, and
love, inviting us into a movement of the
Spirit that begins inside each of us and
extends into a broken world. "The
irresistible revolution isn't just about going
to heaven when you die but bringing heaven
down as you live. The love we're talking
about is big enough to set both the
oppressed and the oppressors free. It's
about healing our broken hearts, healing our
broken streets, and healing our broken
world. The revolution we are talking about
begins inside each of us and extends to the
ends of the earth." --Shane Claiborne
Common Prayer Shane Claiborne
2010-11-23 Common Prayer helps today’s
diverse church pray together across
traditions and denominations. With an ear to
the particulars of how various liturgical
traditions pray, and using an advisory team
of liturgy experts, the authors have created
a tapestry of prayer that celebrates the best
of each tradition. The book also includes a
unique songbook composed of music and
classic lyrics to over ﬁfty songs from various
traditions, including African spirituals,
traditional hymns, Mennonite gathering
songs, and Taize chants. Tools for prayer
are scattered throughout to aid those who
are unfamiliar with liturgy and to deepen the
prayer life of those who are familiar with
liturgical prayer. Ultimately, Common Prayer
makes liturgy dance, taking the best of the
old and bringing new life to it with a fresh
ﬁngerprint for the contemporary renewal of
the church. Churches and individuals who
desire a deeper prayer life and those
familiar with Shane Claiborne and New
Monasticism will enjoy the tools oﬀered in
this book as a fresh take on liturgy.
Beating Guns Shane Claiborne 2019-03-05
★ Publishers Weekly starred review
Parkland. Las Vegas. Dallas. Orlando. San
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Bernardino. Paris. Charleston. Sutherland
Springs. Newtown. These cities are now
known for the people who were shot and
killed in them. More Americans have died
from guns in the US in the last ﬁfty years
than in all the wars in American history.
With less than 5% of the world's population,
the people of the US own nearly half the
world's guns. America also has the most
annual gun deaths--homicide, suicide, and
accidental gun deaths--at 105 per day, or
more than 38,000 per year. Some people
say it's a heart problem. Others say it's a
gun problem. The authors of Beating Guns
believe it's both. This book is for people who
believe the world doesn't have to be this
way. Inspired by the prophetic image of
beating swords into plows, Beating Guns
provides a provocative look at gun violence
in America and oﬀers a clarion call to
change our hearts regarding one of the
most signiﬁcant moral issues of our time.
Bestselling author, speaker, and activist
Shane Claiborne and Michael Martin show
why Christians should be concerned about
gun violence and how they can be part of
the solution. The authors transcend stale
rhetoric and old debates about gun control
to oﬀer a creative and productive response.
Full-color images show how guns are being
turned into tools and musical instruments
across the nation. Charts, tables, and facts
convey the mind-boggling realities of gun
violence in America, but as the authors
make clear, there is a story behind every
statistic. Beating Guns allows victims and
perpetrators of gun violence to tell their own
compelling stories, oﬀering hope for change
and helping us reimagine the world as one
that turns from death to life, where swords
become plows and guns are turned into
garden tools.
Still Evangelical? Mark Labberton
2018-02-01 Evangelicalism in America has
cracked. What deﬁnes the evangelical social
and political vision—is it the gospel or is it
culture? Edited by Mark Labberton, this
collection of essays oﬀers a diverse and
provocative set of reﬂections from
evangelical "insiders" who wrestle with the
question of what it means to be evangelical
jesus-for-president-politics-ordinary-radicals-shane-claiborne

in today's polarized climate.
A Nonviolent Theology of Love Sharon L.
Baker Putt 2021-02-02 The impetus behind
the ease with which the church has
periodically justiﬁed violent behavior lies in
its conceptual image of God as a violent
deity. This book emerges out of a passion to
think diﬀerently--albeit biblically--about the
character of God and articulates a
theological construction of a nonviolent God-an alternative to any image of God that
seems to condone human violence. It calls
the church to rethink theology as something
other than what might be termed
"redemptive violence" and encourages
Christians to reinterpret Scripture and
traditional theological beliefs in ways that
are more faithful to the God disclosed in
Jesus of Nazareth. Students of theology
need a fresh glimpse of the love, mercy, and
redemptive power of God through Jesus. As
it follows the structure of the Apostles'
Creed through the various theological
topics, this book reminds Christians to share
in God's desires for peace and love and to
recommit themselves to the call of God to
be "ministers of reconciliation" and lovers of
both neighbors and enemies even while, at
times, responding to violence with
nonviolent resistance.
This Is the Day Tim Tebow 2020-12-29 ECPA
BESTSELLER - The New York Times bestselling sports star and media icon motivates
readers to stop postponing dreams and start
making them happen now because--this is
the day. Beyond Tim Tebow's exploits as a
Heisman-winning football player, he is
widely known and respected for his
exemplary character and personal
excellence, which have made him a role
model for millions. When Tim interacts with
the public, he often encounters people who
feel "stuck"--unable to take action on
matters ranging from daily life to pursuing
lifelong dreams. In response, Tim often
identiﬁes a crippling fear or lack of courage,
to which he advises: "now is the time to
take some risks, to quiet the voices of
defeat, to step forward and make a mark,
because this is the day." In this inspiring,
motivational book, readers will receive the
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advice and encouragement to daily move
from "pause" to "play" in ﬁnding deeper
meaning and success. Tim illustrates the
book's themes with stories from his personal
life that will delight all readers, including his
an update on his dream pursuit of a baseball
career.
Jesus for President Pack Shane Claiborne
2012-01-31 Addresses the relationship
between faith and allegiance, arguing that
the ultimate hope of individuals lies not in
partisan political options but in Jesus and
the incarnation of the politic of the church
as a people "set apart" from this world.
God Wills it David O'Connell 2017-07-05 God
Wills It is a comprehensive study of
presidential religious rhetoric. Using careful
analysis of hundreds of transcripts, David
O'Connell reveals the hidden strategy
behind presidential religious speech. He
asks when and why religious language is
used, and when it is, whether such language
is inﬂuential.Case studies explore the
religious arguments presidents have made
to defend their decisions on issues like
defense spending, environmental
protection, and presidential scandals.
O'Connell provides strong evidence that
when religious rhetoric is used public
opinion typically goes against the president,
the media reacts harshly to his words, and
Congress fails to do as he wants. An
experimental chapter casts even further
doubt on the persuasiveness of religious
rhetoric.God Wills It shows that presidents
do not talk this way because they want to.
Presidents like Jimmy Carter and George
H.W. Bush were quite uncomfortable using
faith to promote their agendas. They did so
because they felt they must. God Wills It
shows that even if presidents attempt to call
on the deity, the more important question
remains: Will God come when they do?
Escaping the Beast Michael Burns 2020-07
The intersection of Christians and Politics.
Christian Thought Chad Meister
2016-11-10 The story of Christian thought is
essential to understanding Christian faith
today and the last two millennia of world
history. This fresh and lively introduction
explores the central ideas, persons, events,
jesus-for-president-politics-ordinary-radicals-shane-claiborne

and movements that gave rise to Christian
thought, from early beginnings to its present
forms. By highlighting the important but
often neglected role of women and the
inﬂuence of non-Christian ideas and
movements, this book provides a broader
context for understanding the history of
Christian ideas and their role in shaping our
world. Christian Thought: provides an
overview of the context of Christianity’s
origin, including discussion of the inﬂuence
of Hebrews, Greeks, and Romans explores
the major events and ﬁgures of the history
of Christian thought, while drawing attention
to signiﬁcant voices which have often been
suppressed analyses the impact on Christian
thought of widely discussed events such as
The Great Schism, the Scientiﬁc Revolution,
and modernism surveys contemporary
trends such as fundamentalism, feminism,
and postmodernism. This fully revised and
updated second edition features a new
chapter on liberal theology and reﬂects
recent scholarship in the ﬁeld. Complete
with ﬁgures, timelines and maps, this is an
ideal resource for anyone wanting to learn
more about the development of Christian
thought and its inﬂuence over the centuries.
Further teaching and learning resources are
available on the companion website at
www.routledge.com/cw/meister.
In a Pit with a Lion on a Snowy Day Mark
Batterson 2016 "Featuring all-new bonus
material!"--Cover.
Jesus for President Shane Claiborne
2022-10-04 Amid all the buzz of politics and
elections, "Jesus for President" is a
refreshing reminder that humanity's
ultimate hope lies not in partisan political
options but in the Jesus who gave his life for
others.
The Irresistible Revolution Shane
Claiborne 2010-05 Living as an Ordinary
Radical Many of us ﬁnd ourselves caught
somewhere between unbelieving activists
and inactive believers. We can write a check
to feed starving children or hold signs in the
streets and feel like we've made a
diﬀerence without ever encountering the
faces of the suﬀering masses. In this book,
Shane Claiborne describes an au...
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From Willow Creek to Sacred Heart Chris
Haw 2012 The bestselling coauthor of "Jesus
for President" chronicles his fascinating
spiritual journey to evangelical Christianity
and then his return to Catholicism. A
respectful and engaging look at the
megachurch movement and a heartfelt
expression of love for the Catholic Church's
liturgy and its commitment to the poor.
Becoming the Answer to Our Prayers
Shane Claiborne 2009-10-16 Activists Shane
Claiborne and Jonathan Wilson-Hartgrove
show how prayer and action must go
together. Their exposition of key Bible
passages provides concrete examples of
how a life of prayer fuels social engagement
and the work of justice.
Common Prayer Pocket Edition Shane
Claiborne 2012 " ... helps today's diverse
church pray together across
denominations."--Jacket.
Red Letter Christianity Shane Claiborne
2012 In RED LETTER CHRISTIANITY Shane
Claiborne and Tony Campolo explore what it
means to take seriously the words of Jesus.
Both authors are known for their
commitment to the lifestyle requisites of the
Gospels, and their belief that real
Christianity must inform the way we live...
every day of our lives. RED LETTER
CHRISTIANITY deals with the crucial
questions facing followers of Jesus today,
including global poverty and injustice, the
growth of the church, issues of sexuality,
the environment... and many more. Readers
are invited to sit around the table with
Shane and Tony as they discuss these
issues together.
"The Kingdom of God is Within You"
graf Leo Tolstoy 1894 The Kingdom of God
Is Within You, is a non-ﬁction book written
by Leo Tolstoy. A philosophical treatise, the
book was ﬁrst published in Germany in 1894
after being banned in his home country of
Russia. It is the culmination of thirty years of
Tolstoy's thinking, and lays out a new
organization for society based on a literal
Christian interpretation.The Kingdom of God
is Within You is a key text for Tolstoyan,
nonviolent resistance, and Christian
anarchist movements.
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If the Tomb Is Empty Joby Martin
2022-02-08 A NATIONAL BESTSELLER A
beloved pastor and a New York Times
bestselling author examine scripture and
share inspiring personal stories to help show
the important role that Jesus’ resurrection
plays in our everyday lives. The Son of God
was cruciﬁed, died and buried, and He lay in
the tomb for three days—until He walked
out shining like the sun. In a culture in which
history is erased or rewritten at will, the
existence of an empty tomb matters. Why?
Because if the tomb is empty—then
anything is possible. In his ﬁrst book, Joby
Martin, Lead Pastor of The Church of
Eleven22, dives deep into scripture and
traces the story of salvation by highlighting
the seven mountains throughout scripture
where God manifests himself. As he
describes each encounter with God, Martin
shows us how the interaction on each
mountain laid the groundwork for the
sacriﬁce of Christ on Calvary, and shows
what God revealed about Himself in the
process. He illuminates seven familiar
passages, unveiling how God's plan for
Christ's sacriﬁce is threaded throughout
scripture, and shows why Christ's
resurrection—impossible,
unbelievable—means that nothing is too
hard for our God. Ultimately, he asks
readers, Do you live every day of your life as
if the tomb is empty—or as though Jesus is
still hanging on that cross? Written with New
York Times bestselling author Charles
Martin, If the Tomb is Empty is an insightful
and spiritually rich examination of what the
miracle of Christ's resurrection means for all
of us.
Stuﬀ Christians Like Jon Acuﬀ 2020-04-07
Using the same humor and honesty that
galvanized more than a million online
readers from more than 200 countries,
speaker Jon Acuﬀ brings his insightful take
on Christianity to the book world with this
new edition of Stuﬀ Christians Like. Do you
constantly ﬁnd yourself towing the ﬁne line
between praying before certain types of
meals and not others? This book is for you.
Have you fallen in love on a mission trip,
just to break up when you get home? This
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book is for you. Are you a unicorn of purity
who ranks honeymoon sex slightly higher
than the second coming of Christ? Guess
what – this book is for you, too. It’s time to
shake oﬀ Somber Christian Syndrome and
embrace the quirks of being a member of
God’s kingdom. This book will teach you
how to: Break up with your small group
Subtly ﬁnd out if your new Christian friends
drink beer too Recognize the shame
grenade that is a Jesus Juke Avoid a prayer
handholding faux pas Say something
Christian-y without looking like a snake
handler From prayer shot blocks to metro
worship leaders, no stone is left unturned in
this hilarious look at faith. “I never knew
how much I needed Jesus until I found out I
was judging people who use the table of
contents in their Bible. This book saved me
from looking like a bad Christian.” – Sister
Mary Francis, Rhode Island. “It’s such a time
saver to know that my Chick-ﬁl-a from the
drive-thru comes pre-blessed. I always knew
I was making the right choice by choosing
the Lord’s chicken.” – Dave L., South
Carolina.
Red Letter Revolution Shane Claiborne
2012-10-08 For all the Christians facing
conﬂict between JesusÆ words and their
own lives, for all the non-Christians who feel
they rarely see JesusÆ commands reﬂected
in the choices of his followers, Red Letter
Revolution is a blueprint for a new kind of
Christianity, one consciously centered on
the words of Jesus, the BibleÆs ôred
letters.ö Framed as a captivating dialogue
between Shane Claiborne, a progressive
young evangelical, and Tony Campolo, a
seasoned pastor and professor of sociology,
Red Letter Revolution is a life-altering
manifesto for skeptics and Christians alike.
It is a call to a lifestyle that considers ﬁrst
and foremost JesusÆ explicit, liberating
message of sacriﬁcial love. Shane and Tony
candidly bring the words of Jesus to bear on
contemporary issues of violence,
community, Islam, hell, sexuality, civil
disobedience, and twenty other critical
topics for people of faith and conscience
today. The resulting conversations reveal
the striking truth that Christians guided
jesus-for-president-politics-ordinary-radicals-shane-claiborne

unequivocally by the words of Jesus will
frequently reach conclusions utterly
contrary to those of mainstream evangelical
Christianity. If the Jesus who speaks to you
through the Gospels is at odds with the
Christian culture you know, if you have ever
wanted to stand up and say, ôI love Jesus,
but thatÆs not me,ö Red Letter Revolution
will prove that you are not aloneùyou may
have been a Red Letter Christian all along.
Endorsements: ôThis book, by a young and
an elderly Christian, will help you decide
how we Christians could change the world if
we took the æred letterÆ words of Jesus
literally and seriously.ö ùPresident Jimmy
Carter ôIn Red Letter Revolution the
uncompromised truth of Jesus' teachings are
given voice by two modern-day Christian
leaders who do more than preach this Good
News. They walk the talk and lead the way.ö
ùArchbishop Desmond Tutu ôI started
reading this book and couldn't stop. . . .
Thank you, Tony and Shane. Thank you for
this book. May the movement spread
around the world.ö ùAbuna Elias
Chacour,?Melkite Catholic Archbishop of
Galilee ôRed Letter Revolution is an
adrenaline-producing conversation with
prophetic bite.ö ùEugene H. Peterson,
author of The Message Bible ôI cannot overemphasize or exaggerate the richness of
this book.ö ùPhyllis Tickle, author of
Emergence Christianity ôIn this courageous
and well crafted book, we have a return to
the core message of the Gospel from two
Christians who ﬁrst tried to live it
themselvesùand only then spoke." ùFr.
Richard Rohr, O.F.M., Center for Action and
Contemplation ôShane Claiborne and Tony
Campolo are two of the most signiﬁcant
prophetic voices in the Christian world.ö
ùRabbi Michael Lerner, editor of Tikkun
Magazine (tikkun.org) ôThis is a must-read
book for anyone who is seeking to take
JesusÆ call on their lives seriously.ö ùJim
Wallis, founder and editor of Sojourners
magazine ôIf you ever wished you could
eavesdrop on a conversation with two of the
world's most interesting and inspiring
Christians, just turn to page one.ö ùBrian D.
McLaren, author/speaker (brianmclaren.net)
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